
Letter of Support Clinic/Childcare

Philip Peterson <philippetersonii@gmail.com>
Mon 6/22/2020 4:08 PM

To:  Krystal Hoke <executivedirector@girdwoodalliance.org>
To whom it may concern, 

The current Covid-19 global pandemic has shown a spot light on two long standing issues facing the community of Girdwood and the southern
boundary of the municipality: medical services and childcare. I write to request your support in helping Girdwood upgrade these critical
infrastructures through the 2020 CARES Act.

The community of Girdwood does not have the critical medical and childcare infrastructure to meet the needs of our residents, the greater Anchorage
Municipality, our medical first responders, and the thousands of tourists that visit this area each year. 

Girdwood is home to a high number of medical first responders including EMS, nurses, firefighters, ER docs, etc. in addition to a wide array of
essential workers. Girdwood also boasts a large social and medical catchment area on the Municipality’s southern flank. Despite the ever growing
demand for clinical treatment and childcare, our clinic and our single childcare facility both exist in decrepit old hodgepodge buildings with unsafe
roofs and crumbling water and sewer utilities. These buildings are too small, too old, require a prohibitive amount of costly maintenance, and at least
one is waiting to be condemned. On a personal note, I was in our childcare facility during the big November earthquake of 2018…it was frightening
and is a disaster waiting to happen. 

We must replace and improve these essential infrastructures in order to keep the municipality viable, to save lives, and to keep our economies
functioning in “normal” times and in the anticipation of future pandemics or similar threats.  

Just as roads are essential to travel, people must have access to medical care to remain healthy and access to childcare so they can go to work.
Without these two necessities, our economies and our communities cannot function. 

The shortages facing Girdwood are exactly what the Federal Government had in mind with the 2020 CARES Act. The Anchorage Municipality
should embrace these critical infrastructure initiatives and fund these projects through an allocation from the CARES Act. 

To guarantee a bright future, the municipality must invest in that future. Please support Girdwood in our efforts to strategically improve our ability to
respond to a future public crisis. 

Thank you,

Philip Peterson 
Girdwood Resident
Vice-President of Little Bears Playhouse, inc.
Concerned Husband of a Front Line Medical Worker
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